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The “Cochrane Collaboration”

The current publicity given to the “Cochrane Collaboration” calls attention to the many contributions made by the late Archie Cochrane to the medical and scientific communities. He and Bradford Hill were the early proponents of the randomised clinical trial. Both cogently argued for its adoption at a time when the inclusion of controls or referents in clinical trials was almost unknown in North America. The idea of a series of centres reviewing various clinical trials and finding whether their design was acceptable and the results valid would probably have been received by Archie with lukewarm enthusiasm. Those who knew him feel that, although he would endorse the need to analyse the data included in such trials, with few exceptions he would have found the task burdensome and mundane.

Unlike most of the participants in the Cochrane Collaboration, Archie was a “shoe leather” epidemiologist who went out and about. He and Ian Higgins stomped all over the Rhondda Fach, visiting house after house, pleading for participation so that they could administer his questionnaire, perform or supervise spirometric tests, and take over 2000 ECG tracings in homes or village halls. They performed similar feats in Stavely, Derbyshire where they interviewed steel workers, coal miners and those who worked for chemical companies, mostly in Derbyshire drizzle and heavy air pollution. Those passing through Stavely in the 1950s, while realising that it was not the end of the world, certainly thought they could see off the edge!

Archie did not take himself too seriously and was singularly unimpressed by the medical establishment. While he held the Chair of Tuberculosis in Cardiff he tried to persuade the local cardiologists to carry out a clinical trial involving the treatment of myocardial infarction at home and in hospital. His suggestion was rejected somewhat vehemently, but somehow Archie managed to persuade a cardiologist in Bristol to go along with the idea and subsequently he presented his findings to the British Heart Association. He told the audience that those who were treated in hospital had a slightly, but not significantly, better survival rate than those who were treated at home. This prompted a member of the audience to tell him that the trial was unethical and may have led to unnecessary deaths since it was obvious that all patients with a myocardial infarction should be admitted to hospital. Archie then announced, with typical Cochrane panache, that he had deliberately interchanged the results and that those who had been treated at home had done slightly, but not significantly, better. His prior interrogator was then asked whether this meant that the admission to hospital of any patient with a myocardial infarction constituted negligence.

At about the same time Ian Higgins presented his data on the interpretation of over 2000 ECGs performed on the inhabitants of the Rhondda Fach. He pointed out that, with one interpretation around 25% of the ECGs were abnormal, but if two interpreters were used and there had to be agreement, the number of abnormal ECGs fell to 16%. Increasing the number of interpreters led to fewer and fewer ECGs being agreed as abnormal until with seven or eight readers all the ECGs would have been interpreted as normal. This led to the formulation of Higgins’ Law: “The apparent frequency of any condition is inversely proportional to the number of investigators (or investigations) required to establish its frequency.”

I suspect Archie would feel that the Cochrane Collaborators who stay in their office and analyse the various studies are somewhat akin to Sassoon’s “Scarlet Majors at the Base who speed glum heroes up the line, if not to death” but to endless tedium.
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